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Let K {k0, k, k2, be n infinite set of positive integers with
]c0 < k < k. < .... Let S be the set of 11 integers which cn be expressed
s the sum of distinct elements of K. It is convenient to regard 0 (the
empty sum) as belonging to S. In the special case where every element of S
hs unique representation s the sum of distinct elements of K, Wintner
[2] hs called S -set with bsis K. For example, the set of 11 nonnegtive
integers forms v-set whose bsis consists of the powers of 2.
The relationship between v-set nd its basis cn be expressed nlyticlly

by the formul
(1 + (I < 1),

where c is the characteristic function of S, i.e., c 1 or 0 ccording as n
is or is not in S.
Wintner in [2] investigated the question of when v-set has density,

i.e., when

(1) lim (co + c + + c)/n 0

exists. He proved that if

(2) lim 2/k 0

exists, then S hs density 0. In the present pper it is shown that (2) is
necessary, as well s sufficient, for the existence of a density except possibly
in the special cse 0 0. Wintner’s question of whether or not every v-set
hs density cn then easily be nswered in the negative.
We remark that our methods pply to the more general cse where the

k re positive rel numbers not ssumed to be integers nd where S is not
assumed to be -set, provided that multiplicities re counted properly.

THEOREM. Suppose (1) holds with 0 > O. Then (2)follows.

Proof. Any element m e S with m < k cn only invoNe k0, k,
k_ in its representation s sum of bsis elements. There re only 2 pos-
sible sums that cn be formed from k0, k, k_. Hence

c0c c 2 1.

Dividing by k, and letting n , we find that lim inf 2n/kn . Hence,
for any ’ < , we have k. 2/0 p’2 for n > n(O’). Write, for
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m > n(O’),

II ( + x) (1 + ) II ( + x)
n---O n-O

II ( + x)

n(O’)

_-> (1-k xkin) IX (1-b xk’) II (1 -[-x’2")
n--O n>n (l’),nm

Applying Euler’s famous identity,

II:=o (1 -- y) 1/(1 y),
we get

(i --x) IX (I +x) > 1 x l-bxm \) 1 +xV/’.=o 1 x"’l .=o 1 +
and finMly,

(l_x) EcxO, +x +
o +’ o

If now there are infinitely many m for which k < 2/0" p"2 where
0" > 0, i.e., p" < p 1/0, then for these wlues of m,

(3) (1 x) c x > 0’ 1 + x0" ’) + x
n=0 1 + X’ + X ]

As is well known [1, 7.5], (1) implies thut the left-hand side of (3) tends
to 0asxl. Byputtingx x 2-/in (3) and letting m ,it
follows that

+ ()"
Since O’ 0 is arbitrary, and 0 0, we have

1 + ()"
1 + ()’

which is impossible for p" p. This completes the proof.
Whether or not the theorem is true without the hypothesis 0 > 0 is an

open question.
We now turn to the construction of some -sets, including some which do

not have a density. Let k0, k,

_
be positive integers with

k0 k k_.

Suppose that the 2 sums which can be formed by adding these integers are
all distinct, and denote them by , . Let M be an integer such
that z (rood M) for i j, and such that k0 M > k_. Then define
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k for all n by the formula k Mqkr, where n qr + r, and 0 =< r < r. It
is easily verified that the resulting set K /k} is the basis of a v-set S.
For example, let k0 2, kl 3. Then al 0, a2 2, as 3, 4 5.

The a are incongruent (rood 4), and so M can be taken equal to 4. The
resulting basis is K {2, 3, 8, 12, 32, 48, -.-}, where in general k2i 2.4
and k2i+l 3.4i. In this case

1/2 lim infn_ 2n/]cn < lim supn_. 2n/kn
and by our theorem, S cannot have a density unless it has density zero, since
lim 2=/k,, fails to exist. It is easy to prove that S does not have density
zero, hence any density whatever, either directly or in the following manner.
By a simple modification of the proof of our theorem, it can be proved that
if

01 lim inf 2n/]cn and 02 lim sup 2n/kn,
then

lim supx-,l_ (1 --x) Z Cn X 01
1 -t-r

=o 1 -- r1/1

for any r in the open interval (0, 1). If S had density zero, we would have
lim (1 x) cn x 0, which is impossible since 01 1/2 and 0 -.
More generally, for the v-sets of this special type,

2/] 2q+r/Mqk.

It is impossible that M 2, since a a (mod M) would then hold for
some i j by Dirichlet’s box principle. If M > 2, then 2/]-+ 0, and
so S has density 0 by Wintner’s theorem. If M 2, then 2"/]c 2/],
and hence 2/]- 0 if and only if/ 2r/0 for r 0, 1, 1. In
this case S consists of all multiples of 1/0, a particularly simple example.
All other such -sets with M 2 fail to have a density.
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